Abstract This paper presents a hybrid genetic algorithm (Genetic Algorithm based on Particle Swarm Optimization, PSGA) combining the idea of the particle swarm (PSO) with genetic algorithm (GA). we also prove that the basic PSO is one extra form of the crossover model with float encoding. But other kinds of optimizations such as combinatorial optimization and constrained optimization are not resolved by PSO as well as GA. We hybrid the way that each particle exploits information of its own experience to search the solution space with the crossover operator of GA, we propose a new algorithm to resolve Combinatorial Optimization and other optimization with discrete encoding. The PSGA outperforms the basic GA with faster convergence and better solution on MST and function optimization with discrete encoding.
Introduction
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are stochastic search methods, which have been inspired by the process of biological evolution [1] . Because of GAs' robustness and their uniform approach to the large number of different classes of problems, they have been used in many applications. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was originally designed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 as a new method for function optimization [2] . The PSO idea is inspired by natural concepts, such as fish schooling, bird flocking and human social relations, making it a main offspring of swarm intelligence.
The GA can resolve more kinds of optimizations than PSO does, and the PSO has proven to be a competitor to the standard GA when it comes to function optimization [3] . As we know, PSO does well in the function optimization, the variables of which are real, that is, particle is real number representation. But other kinds of optimizations such as combinatorial optimization and constrained optimization are not resolved by PSO as well as GA. Though several discrete particle swarm algorithms (DPSO) [4] [5] were designed to resolve these problems which encoding is discrete; the distance between two particles and the velocity of particles must be defined. Operation of DPSO becomes more intricate so that the efficiency of DPSO is much lower than GA's. Thus two questions should be asked: one is why the efficiency of PSO is better than GA's in real function optimizations, but not as good as GA's in other kinds of optimizations with discrete encoding; the other is how to find a hybrid algorithm with kinds of encoding in GA and efficiency of the PSO.
Some research on hybrid algorithm about PSO and GA has been concerned by adding 276 X. DUAN, C. WANG, X. LIU AND N. WANG PSO with breeding and subpopulations [6] . It has proven to achieve faster convergence and better solution than GAs' in function optimization. From our point of view, there is a need for observing particles of swarm making use of all kinds of information from self and others to improve the efficiency of GA. The research has discovered that particle's reserving and exploiting historical experience is one of the cores in PSO to achieve faster convergence. So a hybrid algorithm combining the model of GA with reserving historical experience in PSO is presented. For making use of experience, a crossover operator for individual in PSGA to inherit three kinds of information -father's present encoding, mother's present encoding and encoding of father's experience has been designed. PSGA was compared with standard GA on typical benchmark problems.
The next section introduces the data structures, crossover operator and entire flow of the PSGA model. Section 3 introduces the experimental settings. The results are described in section 4. The experimental results are discussed in section 5 and finally the conclusion is given in Section 6.
PSGA model
Before introducing the modification of GA with the PSO idea, firstly basic PSO is introduced, and then the data structure of individuals and the crossover operator in the PSGA model are described. At last the flow of the PSGA model is shown.
The standard PSO model.
The PSO designed by Kennedy [2] involves casting n particles over the D-dimension search space, each with an individual, initially random, location x i =(x i1 , x i1 ,…,x iD ) and velocity vector (v i ). The particles fly over the search space, remembering the best (most fit) solution encountered (p i ). At each iteration, every particle adjusts its velocity vector (v i ), based on its momentum and the influence of both its best solution and the best solution of all particles (p g ) then computes a new point to examine. The momentum of each particle tends to keep it from being trapped by a local, non-optimal, extrema, yet by each particle considering both its own memory and that of its neighbors. The entire swarm tends to converge on a global extrema. The standard PSO formulae are:
ω is the inertia weight described in [7] , c 1 and c 2 are learning factors, and they usually have constant values. If the velocity is higher than a certain limit, called V max , implementation of the original algorithm requires placing limits on the search area (X max and X min ).
Data structure of individual in PSGA.
In the PSGA model the data structure of individual is different from that of the standard GA model. It is inspired by the PSO idea that each individual in GA remembers the best solution encountered. That is, the structure of each particle includes the encoding of present solution (X i ) and the encoding of the historical experience (P i ). For examples, if the problem is TSP with five cities, the structure of particle i is shown in Figure 1 . 2.3. Crossover operator in PSGA. Each individual remembers the best solution, but how to make use of this information is very important to inherit the PSO idea. Here λ is defined as the crossover model under coefficient λ, which may be one-cutpoint crossover, float crossover or any of other crossovers with single crossover coefficient. For example, one crossover will take place between X ⊗ 1 and X 2 , and then their respective children are called X 1´a nd X 2´: (3)
After the crossover between P 1 and X 2 , only one child will be randomly selected from two breeding children as for the particle which attends next crossover. The ancestor's experience would be partly inherited to his only child. If λ 1 =λ 2 the PSGA algorithm becomes standard GA in some probability. In this way each child (X i´) is born under the influence of his parents, X i and X j (i≠j), and his best ancestor (P i ) like the particle in PSO.
We consider that this crossover model is more general crossover to PSO, since it can be proved that the basic PSO is one extra form of this crossover model with float encoding. The proof is as the following: the direction-based crossover is adapted from [11] , (5) x id´= x id + λ (x jd -x id ) then expressions (5) is substituted into expressions 3, we can get the following expression, (6) x id´= x id + λ 1 {[p id +λ 2 (x id -p id )] -x id } which can then be written as (7) ) ( ) )( (
Because λ 1 and λ 2 are random number between 0 and 1.0, we replace (λ 1 -λ 1 λ 2 ) and (λ 1 λ 2 )B with c 1 and c 2.
We can found that exp. 8 is the same with exp. 1 except particle velocity v id , the crossover model by expression 3 and 4 are more general than the basic PSO with real number representation.
2.4. The flow of the PSGA model. The other operators such as roulette wheel selection, mutation operator etc are the same as standard GA. But after having finished crossover and mutation operator except the crossover operator in PSGA, the experience of each individual should be refreshed if the fitness of each individual is better than the one of his best ancestor. The detail of the PSGA model is illustrated as the following.
Step1：Initialize random the particle swarm, set n as population size, max as maximun Iteration;
Step2：calculate fitness of each particle, store current position x i as experience of each particle p i, i=1,…, n;
Step3：calculate selection pressure of each particle i by proportional fitness assignment i=1,…, n;
Step4：set i =0, select j th particle from swarm by rouletee wheel selection, if j≠i, reselect particle j by the same way；
Step5：crossover particle i and particle j by the crossover model introduced in Section 2.3;
Step6：if i≤n then i++ and goto Step4，otherwise, goto Step7；
Step7：by mutation probability, mutate some particles of swarm.
Step8: calculate fitness of each particle, if current fitness is better than its best solution, refresh experience of each particle, refresh the best solution of all particles (p g );
Step9：if max>0 then max=max-1，goto Step3；otherwise output the best solution.
After initializing each individual (X i ) of population, its P i is empty, so Copy experience step is excuted. In a similar way Refresh P i must be excuted after mutation operator.
Experimental settings
Both the standard GA and the PSGA were tested on two benchmark problems, one function optimizations and another combinatorial optimization.
Combinatorial optimization.
The combinatorial optimization is a degree-constrained Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) problem [8] . Prüfer numbers are used for genotype representation [9] and Figure 3 shows an example of a 8-nodes Spanning Tree with its Prüfer numbers. aph ed uskal graphs is 3. The edge weights of graph are given in Table 1 . The solution X in these functions is binary string representa 3.
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tion. 3. Other GA parameters. In order to get a fair comparison betw the two algorithms are the same as random initialization, selection and one-cutpoint crossover, but inversion mutation is used in MST and reversion mutation in Camel function optimization. The population size is set to 50, crossover probability is 0.25 and mutation probability is set to 0.001. All experiments were repeated 100 times. The number of time step was set to from 20 to 1000 for MST and Camel function optimization. The categories and extrema are listed in Table 2. T C eg Camel Minimum -1.031628 MST Minimum 2256 [10] 4. Experimental results oblems, the average best fitness found for the 1000 runs of each test case respectively. Standard errors of each value are also listed. The parameter settings in the PSGA model are the same as the settings of the standard GA as described in the previous section.
The average best fitness of each generation is shown in Figures 4 and 6 for stan A and PSGA model. The graphs illustrate a representative set of experiment for test case with the same settings as described in section. Figure 4 , 5, 6 and Figure 7 with corresponding t one group of fitness for each generation for the two models.
With camel function the PSGA achieved better and had much faster convergence than the standard GA. Figure 4 shows the PSGA model can get much steadier result than GA.
T . the experiments with the MST, Figure 6 and 7 show that the probability of getting gl In obal minimum spanning tree in PSGA is higher than the standard GA model. From figure 4 t nvergence than GA which happened in about 100-200 timesteps. This is very similar to the speed of convergence of the PSO model in function optimization.
PSGA GA
Since PSO and PSGA model get much faster and better solution th ems to indicate that the reserving and extracting experiences from oneself are very important to the speed of convergence in function optimization. As the saying goes, "Experience teaches, Experience does it."
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In this paper a gorithm is proposed. The hybrid model is basically the standard GA combined with the method to reserve its own experience in the PSO model.
For making use of the experience we design a crossover op dividuals by which individuals in PSGA can get more experience from oneself and the others to find a better solution. The results with the PSGA model show a great potential. On the two benchmark problems the PSGA model outperforms the basic GA with faster convergence and better solution. The result not only indicates that the PSGA model is a better solution to combinatorial optimization and function optimization than the standard GA model, but also indicates why the PSO model can achieve faster and better convergence in some function optimization. The answer is agent's retaining and renewing own experience to make decision before next movement.
Future work sho and how to exchange and exploit the information of population to improve the efficiency of optimization algorithm. The next step is to find out which crossover operator is better in PSGA. We believe that this PSGA model can become a powerful and adaptive algorithm.
